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I. Introduction 
 
Targeted incentive packages, primarily in the form of tax breaks and tax abatement, are likely the 
“carrots” most commonly used to attract new businesses and industries to a new location. Cities 
that make the “short list” for new companies or corporate headquarter relocations compete to see 
who can offer the least expensive tax structure or the longest tax abatement time horizon (with 
no taxes at all) – all in the name of “economic development,” in the hopes of creating hundreds 
or thousands of jobs and investing millions or billions of dollars in the target community. 
Amazon’s new second headquarters (HQ2) provides some interesting insight into this process. 
Several other examples are the Indiana Carrier facility1 where the company was able to save $7 
million in taxes for creating 800 jobs; Georgia’s film, television, and digital entertainment tax 
credit2 where companies can save 20 percent for spending at least $500,000 on production; and 
California’s recent landing of NBC’s “Good Girls”3 and Lifetime’s “You” from Georgia and New 
York, respectively, due to changes in the incentives offered by that state. 
 
Almost daily a new story appears about Amazon’s search for HQ2. Nine cities on Amazon’s list 
of top 20 contenders have made their incentive packages public.4 Montgomery County, Maryland 
and Newark, New Jersey, top the list offering $8.5 billion and $7 billion in tax breaks and 
incentives, respectively.5 Amazon is also likely to split its HQ2 location6, giving two cities an 
opportunity to woo the retail giant with their proposed incentives. As with all site selection 
activities and incentives, there are benefits and costs, but those who benefit (e.g. businesses) often 
are not those who incur the costs (e.g. taxpayers). There are certainly tradeoffs that need to be 
recognized when governments and municipalities offer large sums to land a new business, like 
HQ2, or half of HQ2. 
 

                                                 
1 https://www.wsj.com/articles/indiana-gives-7-million-in-tax-breaks-to-keep-carrier-jobs-1480608461  
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-utc/indiana-agrees-7-million-tax-break-to-keep-carrier-jobs-in-state-
company-idUSKBN13Q55W 
2 http://www.georgia.org/competitive-advantages/tax-credits/film-television-and-digital-entertainment/  
http://www.georgia.org/industries/entertainment/georgia-film-tv-production/production-incentives/ 
3 http://www.latimes.com/business/hollywood/la-fi-ct-good-girls-relocating-20180702-story.html  
4 http://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-hq2-cities-developers-economic-tax-incentives-2017-10#montgomery-
county-maryland-5-billion-in-tax-incentives-7 . 
https://www.cnet.com/news/heres-what-the-20-finalist-cities-offered-amazon-for-hq2/ . 
5 https://www.bisnow.com/national/news/economic-development/amazon-hq2-shortlist-shorter-list-finalists-91554  
6 https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-plans-to-split-hq2-evenly-between-two-cities-1541446552  
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This working paper is a high level overview of targeted incentives and how they are used to 
encourage economic development. We will discuss the current trends in economic development 
incentives, describing some of the most popular ones, consider issues and unknown tradeoffs 
related to targeted incentives, and explore a more efficient method for incentivizing economic 
development. We suggest that state and local governing entities offer a specialized PILOT, or 
payment-in-lieu-of-taxes, program for prospective industries where the payments from the 
company are directed toward education programs that are designed to provide a direct benefit to 
the company through workforce development. 
 
II. Economic Incentive Trends Today – What are federal, state, and local governments 

currently offering to recruit businesses? 
 

 Tax Incentives 
 

Tax breaks, or tax increment financing (TIF)7, are likely the most well-known incentive for luring 
economic development projects to a particular area. Often taxes will be discounted or delayed for 
a company that chooses to locate within a targeted jurisdiction. Tax incentives can be offered by 
government agencies at both the state and local levels. There are myriad examples of this type of 
incentive structure because it is such a prevalent economic development tool. As mentioned 
previously, tax breaks secured the Carrier facility in Indiana and is the reason that so many films 
and television shows are now produced and filmed in Georgia. 
 
One of the specific ways that state and local policymakers adjust taxes to recruit companies to a 
desired areas is by establishing TIF districts.8 TIF districts consist of a designated set of parcels 
where the tax base is frozen in the year of creation. Any increases to the tax base generate revenue 
that is collected and transferred to the TIF district administration. The administration uses the 
revenue fund for economic development projects. These projects may include infrastructure 
improvements, land acquisition, and demolition among countless others.9  
 
Property Incentives 

 
Many jurisdictions offer incentives for economic development in the form of real property. Some 
cities and states offer free land in hopes of encouraging development.10 The property’s condition 
may vary from site to site where the infrastructure is already established and ready for 
development, or the site may require significant work before development. Many states have 
programs that prepare sites for immediate development. These programs are intended to entice 
companies to choose a location that is “shovel ready”. For example, Georgia’s certified sites 
program11, Georgia Ready for Accelerated Development (GRAD), consists of significant due 
diligence processes that equip the site for rapid development. The due diligence process includes 
various environmental assessments, zoning designations, and utility assessments. 
 
On the other hand, many sites may not yet be ripe for development and may come at a discount 
to investors. Some localities even offer free land if the proposed development is located in a 

                                                 
7 
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://scholar.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article
=5491&context=uclrev pp. 65 
8 https://www.goodjobsfirst.org/accountable-development/tax-increment-financing  
9  http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/999/866 
10 https://www.cnbc.com/2010/11/16/7-Towns-Where-Land-is-Free.html?slide=5 
http://www.medicinevalleyedc.com/free-land  
11 http://www.georgia.org/business-resources/certified-sites/  
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specific area. The website for the economic development corporation in Andrews, Texas, boasts 
free land for development in its local industrial parks to attract businesses to the area.12 
 
Financing Assistance and Government Investment Incentives     
 
Often, local governments will assist financially to support economic development initiatives. 
There are a few ways that financing assistance can be provided. Local municipalities may 
participate in the loan process and partner with the lending institution to fund a portion of the 
desired loan. Also, through reserve funds, state governments may offer to guarantee a loan in case 
of default, taking some of the risk off local lenders. State and local governments may assist when 
businesses do not have sufficient collateral to secure a loan. In this case, specific programs may 
exist which can effectively fill any gaps when there’s insufficient collateral. Additionally, some 
states may directly lend money to businesses when they are struggling to secure funding from a 
traditional lending institution. These loans typically have additional parameters that must be 
fulfilled by the business (e.g. job creation requirements).13 
 
Sometimes, local and state governments directly invest in companies through a state or locally 
established venture capital or seed fund. Some examples of this economic incentive are the Ohio 
Venture Capital Authority14 and Invest Georgia.15 With these programs, local or state governments 
are entitled to a portion of the returns that the company is able to produce. On the other hand, in 
order to reduce risk and avoid investing in a single company, a local or state municipality may 
invest in a fund of funds. Often, this type of government incentive creates a larger return because 
the investment is more diversified.16 
 
Deal closing funds are another form of government subsidy that can be used to attract companies 
to locate in a particular area. Deal closing funds typically have fewer restrictions and requirements 
for companies to adhere to; therefore, the economic development process is streamlined and deals 
can be closed more quickly in a highly competitive environment. An example of a deal closing 
fund is the Quick Action Closing Fund in Arkansas that is facilitated through the Governor’s 
Office. The process is quite simple – once the Governor approves the use of the subsidy, the 
company is able to use the funds to support various initiatives from market research to working 
capital. 17 
 
Opportunity Zone Incentives 
 
While most incentive packages are offered by state and local governments, the Federal government 
recently implemented a new tax benefit as a portion of the recent Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.18 State 
Governors can apply for an Opportunity Zone designation to spur economic development in rural 
or poor areas within the state. Opportunity zones provide federal tax incentives by allowing 
investors who have invested in a low-income or rural area, an approved opportunity zone, to avoid 
capital gains tax by reinvesting those gains in an opportunity fund. Opportunity zones are also 
designed so that the tax incentives for investments made in the area increase over time through 
the continuous investment in the opportunity fund. 

                                                 
12 http://andrewsedc.com/community-profile/incentives/  
13 https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/78201/2000635-state-financing-incentives-for-economic-
development.pdf  
14 http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/150  
15 http://www.investgeorgia.net/  
16 Ibid. 
17 http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1005/854 . 
18 https://www.summitllc.us/blog/opportunity-zones-an-overview  
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III. More is Always Better, Right? –Implications of Targeted Incentive Packages 
 

In economic development today, there’s an overwhelming trend for states and local governments 
to offer up as many incentives as possible to attract new companies to a particular area. The winner 
of the new company typically is the city or state that proposes the largest incentive package. 
However, offering large, targeting incentive packages does not always mean a net gain for the local 
community. The financial burden is passed to the local residents and businesses which are 
responsible for paying the taxes that fund the incentives offered. To measure the financial impact 
on taxpayers, the size of the incentive can be applied to the context of the taxpayers’ cost. An 
incentive that reduces a business or individual’s cost by a significant percentage, 10 percent for 
example, is more likely to influence decisions than one that reduces costs by one percent, ceteris 
paribus.19 Targeted incentive packages may also encourage rent-seeking behavior through the 
“bidding war” that results from the site selection process. This behavior can crowd out existing 
firms and ultimately hinder economic freedom and entrepreneurship.20 While it is important to 
consider the financial burden placed on locals to fund economic incentives, it is difficult to find 
quantifiable evidence of the burden’s magnitude. Perhaps a study of this sort would provide 
necessary quantification of the cost to offer incentives. 

 
In the case of Amazon’s HQ2 search, Strong Towns21 suggests that the winner might instead be 
the loser because there is projected to be such a large revenue gap to fill if Amazon chooses a city 
offering billions in subsidies. As described in the Wall Street Journal,22 Amazon may also become 
a source for negation for future economic development by other companies. Once a large 
incentive package is awarded to Amazon, any following companies interested in the same city will 
request and expect a similar subsidy – increasing the tax burden even more. 
 
Wang et al. argue that income equality is a desirable policy goal, and they investigate whether or 
not the widely used economic development incentives work toward this goal.23 After finding 
inconclusive results that incentives are a driver for economic growth and development, the authors 
describe a widening of the income gap. If the gap widens so much through economic development 
incentives that the lower income citizens are subsidizing the highest income citizens, a reverse-
robin-hood-effect is realized. In this case, the goals of the incentives are not met, and the general 
population suffers from the inefficiencies created by the targeted incentives. 
 
Perhaps the greatest inefficiency that can result from targeted incentive packages is when the 
company that receives the incentive fails. When this occurs, the local taxpayers take the hardest 
hit. The state and local governments have sunk millions into a company that fails to create the 
jobs it has promised or generate the amount of revenue it was initially expected to. It’s unlikely 
that costs can be recouped when companies fail, and citizens lose trust in their local leaders. One 
of the best examples of this incentive failure is when GM filed for bankruptcy in 2009. Over 50 
GM properties were located in towns that had extended millions in tax breaks and free property.24 
Now, the buildings are left vacant, there are thousands of jobs lost, and local tax payers feel like 

                                                 
19 http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2017/05/how-states-are-improving-tax-incentives-for-
jobs-and-growth, page 15-16. 
20 http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1174/856 , page 72. 
http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1002/867 , page 66. 
21 https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2018/2/6/in-the-amazon-hq2-contest-the-winner-might-actually-be-the-loser  
22 https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-their-push-to-lure-amazon-cities-face-unintended-demands-1521115200  
23 http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1008/857  
24 https://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/02/us/how-local-taxpayers-bankroll-corporations.html  
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they have holes in their pockets. In Mississippi, the State Auditor released a report25 of all the 
failed projects that had been awarded economic incentives for development in the state. The 
report estimates that Mississippi has spent nearly $156 million to acquire or retain companies that 
subsequently failed. 
 
If targeted incentive packages are successfully recruiting businesses to a location, there will be 
significant infrastructure needs to accommodate large industries. More businesses, especially 
manufacturers – which are the primary target of incentives anyway - will come along with certain 
infrastructure requirements. Many need rail access for shipping and receiving, significant water 
usage, and heavy duty roads, among others. If these are not already present at the location, the 
local or state government may choose to outlay these upfront in order to attract business, creating 
a burden on local residents which provide the funding for those improvements. Once new 
industries are established, their operations can take a toll on existing infrastructure. Improvements 
to the existing infrastructure will be required more often, and it may place stress on the existing 
school systems if the attendance increases significantly. The local governments will need to assess 
whether or not it should build more schools, expand its existing institutions to accommodate a 
larger population, or both. 
 
It is interesting to consider the timing of targeted incentive packages and when they are offered to 
companies considering a location. When companies initially begin the site selection process, they 
are seeking cities or states that have the amenities they feel are most important. These might 
include an available workforce, access to an international airport, a certain population amount, or 
an attractive downtown. Once companies narrow down their choices that offer all the amenities 
that fit their requirements, they may become indifferent as to which city is chosen, especially if the 
decision makers will not be the ones relocating to the new city. Typically, incentives are one of the 
final concerns26 in the site selection process. Cities and states begin offering economic incentives 
to the company to try and win their choice. This often results in a bidding war style of negotiation 
where governments are offering outrageous subsidies. Because the timing of the incentive offers 
comes at the end of the site selection process, the offers to land the company may increase so 
much that the best interest of the citizens is no longer in mind. 

 
IV. Job Creation (or not) – What’s the actual net gain of jobs created by a project? 

 
When a new company announces it has chosen to locate in a particular city, the announcement is 
always accompanied by a number of jobs the company promises to create. However, leaders 
should take this number of jobs with a grain of salt. Yes, the company will likely create several 
jobs, but many of them will be filled by local residents that simply choose to switch from their 
current positions to ones at the new company if the work is comparable and pay is higher or if the 
new company offers more or better fringe benefits. This leaves positions open at the previous 
companies that may be filled by other locals, or the companies may choose not to replace the jobs 
at all. In this case, the number of jobs that are actually created by a new company is questionable. 
If the trickle-down effect creates any jobs at all, they may not require the same skills or education 
that the new company would, and they may not pay the same wages the new company offers to 
pay its employees. States and local municipalities should evaluate the likely net effect on 
employment when considering economic incentives. 
 

                                                 
25http://www.osa.ms.gov/documents/performance/Mississippi%20Economic%20Incentives%20Failed%20Projects%
20Report.pdf  
26 https://communitybuilders.org/uploads/Webinar_Resources/CBRE-Site-Selection-and-Economic-
Development.pdf , page 4; http://www.greyhilladvisors.com/site-selection-process/.  
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It is also important to consider the types of jobs created and the pay associated with them. If a 
company decides to locate in a particular area and create high-wage jobs that require more highly 
educated workers, the benefit to offering an incentive package may be higher, and the cost of the 
incentive package may be recouped more quickly. High-wage jobs will generate more tax revenue 
through income taxes – if relevant for the state, property taxes – through the purchase of more 
expensive homes, and sales tax – through more disposable income. Bartik adds that higher wage 
jobs increase fiscal benefits through the increase in tax revenue and the decrease in social services 
need.27 On the other hand, low-wage jobs will not have as much impact through the incentive 
package. It will take much longer to recoup the cost of the incentives because these workers will 
not generate as much revenue as those paid higher wages. 
 
The academic literature suggests that targeted incentive packages through subsidies for firms 
promising job creation and retention do not significantly or economically affect the number of 
jobs in a particular county or state. Bartik suggests that, if the new jobs pay less than average for 
the area, there will be zero earnings benefits from new employment. If there are little or zero 
earnings benefits, it is likely there will be few fiscal benefits of the incentive package.28 In this case, 
the economic incentive cost far outweighs the benefits of the program. A study by Neumark and 
Kolko29 finds that California’s Enterprise Zone program fails to increase employment overall, 
suggesting that the benefits of the program are realized in land values instead of job growth.  
 
Also, companies chasing incentive packages can often be inclined to inaccurately project the 
number of new jobs they intend to create.30 For example, Gabe and Kraybill find that incentives 
have little to no effect on actual job growth while they do have a positive effect on announced 
growth. Through their empirical study, they also find that the average business receiving an 
incentive overestimates its job creation by 28.5 jobs.31 Bartik adds that local policy leaders also 
tend to overestimate the value of incentives.32  

 
V. New Residents – How many will actually move to the area? 

 
One of the main benefits that comes along with a new company is the potential for a significant 
increase in revenue of all types. This is primarily evidenced through new workers moving to the 
city of the new company – purchasing a home, buying goods and services, and so on. However, it 
is very common for many workers who take jobs at the new company to originate in a nearby 
community. These workers will simply choose to commute to the new job while any benefits of 
increased employment will be realized in other jurisdictions.33 This activity will not generate more 
tax revenue, instead, it will increase strain on public infrastructure, such as highways. Any increased 
revenue would be minimal and only realized in sales tax and fuel tax. 
 
On the other hand, if too many families choose to move to the city of a newly established 
employer, the area will experience a strain on its infrastructure, as mentioned in the previous 
section. It is important to consider whether or not the benefit from the new residents will be 
enough to outweigh the cost of maintaining existing infrastructure and adding new physical 

                                                 
27 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 111. 
28 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 111. 
29 https://www.economics.uci.edu/files/docs/micro/w09/neumark.pdf , page 27-29. 
30 http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1005/854 , page 45. 
http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/999/866 , page 25. 
http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1184/850 , pages 6-7.  
31 http://agoregon.org/files/gabe%20and%20kraybill%20in%20jrs.pdf , pages 723-724. 
32 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 103. 
33 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 113. 
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improvements. These additional residents will require more services to be provided by the local 
government, including utilities, education, trash collection, and more. 

 
VI. Data and Methods of Analysis 

 
If state and local governments choose to offer economic incentives, it is important that they 
evaluate the success of the programs. Instead of haphazardly tossing out subsidies, it would be 
beneficial to know whether or not the government would see a return on its investment. The PEW 
Charitable Trusts completed a report that gauges the success of each state’s tax incentive 
evaluations.34 This report found that only 10 states are properly evaluating their economic 
development incentive offerings. Of the remaining states, 18 others are making progress and 
beginning to evaluate incentives while 23 states are trailing with no plans of evaluation. 
 
While the PEW report analyzes economic incentives at the state level, they can also be studied 
locally to determine if an individual municipality is effectively offering incentives. To properly 
analyze an incentive, researchers must determine the true economic impact of the program. There 
are several software packages available that can be used to complete the evaluation. These are 
IMPLAN, RIMS II, REMI, and LOCI. Each of these are high-quality evaluation tools that are 
designed to provide an output detailing the fiscal impacts of economic development projects. 

 
VII. Are There More Cost-Effective Methods? 

 
Perhaps one of the best ways to attract new businesses is to already support a desirable 
environment. If the local government is diligent in establishing and maintaining its public 
infrastructure and operating in a fiscally responsible manner, it will already be ahead of the game. 
A high-performing education system will also be inviting to newcomers, especially those with 
children or those planning to start a family. A vibrant community and downtown complete with 
retail establishments, restaurants, public art, and recreation are invaluable amenities when it comes 
to site selection. All these attributes can contribute to a flourishing economy which will be an 
attractive driver for economic development. 35 
 
Although a healthy economy and attractive city are great selling points, some states and 
municipalities may lack some of the desirable attributes or may choose to construct incentive 
packages anyway. Targeted incentive packages that are only relevant for one company may not be 
the most cost-efficient program or the most beneficial for the general public. Dove and Sutter 
find that states offering economic incentives more intensely have lower levels of economic 
freedom due to economic distortions that are created in the economic development process which 
have a detrimental effect on overall economic activity. Instead, any tax system alterations should 
be broad-based and applicable to all industries, not just a prospective new company.  These broad-
based changes can even increase economic freedom. 36  
 
Another option for local and state governments when it comes to economic incentives is to offer 
them with contingency clauses. This is necessary when a government chooses to offer an incentive 
package designed specifically for one company. In this case, economic development incentive 
packages would be structured in such a way that the government is guaranteed to receive its 
investment in full, regardless of the status of the company and the number of net jobs it creates 

                                                 
34 http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2017/05/how-states-are-improving-tax-incentives-for-
jobs-and-growth  
35 http://www.crcworks.org/cfscced/fisher.pdf  
36 http://journal.srsa.org/ojs/index.php/RRS/article/view/1002/867 , page 66. 
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in the community. Examples of contingencies might include revoking the incentive if the company 
does not generate a certain amount of revenue within a specified period of time or requiring full 
repayment if the company fails or decides to leave. These are often referred to as “clawback 
clauses.” Requiring fiscal impact analyses to evaluate the success of the incentive would also be an 
effective contingency. Bartik asserts that incentive offers should be subject to a cost-benefit 
analysis, have standards for job quality, and have provisions for recovering the incentive if the 
specified performance goals are not achieved.37 No matter what the contingency is, it should 
always be incorporated into an incentive package that is targeted specifically toward one recruit.  
 
As we have discussed in this section, there are several options for maximizing the efficiency of 
economic incentives. However, we would like to offer a suggestion for a more effective incentive 
structure. Because available workforce often tops the list of characteristics that companies seek, 
we feel it prudent to suggest incentives that are designed to assist the company with its talent 
pipeline. Mathur asserts that regional economic development is best achieved through 
accumulating human capital, and policymakers should support workplace training programs that 
are in addition to investment in traditional education.38 Building upon the ideas of Mathur, we 
suggest creating a PILOT (payment-in-lieu-of-taxes) program where the payments are directed 
toward educational programs specifically designed to train the individuals that will fill the positions 
at the company locating in a particular area.   
 
As Bartik points out, incentives should be directed toward programs that provide the most social 
benefits, primarily through hiring the unemployed within the company’s region. Companies are 
interested in hiring the most productive workers with the best qualifications, including soft skills. 
He further explains that a program that can train, screen, and recommend qualified workers for 
the company receiving incentives can help businesses find productive workers, effectively 
sustaining their workforce.39 This idea aligns well with our suggestion that PILOT payments be 
directed toward the education programs that would train the workforce the company needs to 
successfully operate. Slightly similar to a first source hiring program, this PILOT program would 
require that the industry and designated education institutions collaborate so that the company 
hires highly qualified local workers first. Ideally, this program would create a sustainable pipeline 
of talent which would ensure that the company is able to successfully carry out its operations 
without ever struggling to find talented, productive employees. 
 
While our suggested incentive structure is not one that is typically used—in fact, we have yet to 
observe this program in economic development activities—we feel it is an incentive that can 
provide both a social benefit to the population through increased human capital and an attractive 
offer for a new or expanding company.      

 
VIII.  Case Study – Hypothetical Example 
 
Because we have not observed or identified any relevant examples or academic literature related 
to our proposed incentive program, we have developed a hypothetical case study. Consider the 
following example where we suggest our proposed economic incentive structure would work 
effectively to provide an optimal benefit to the subject area. 
 

                                                 
37 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 123. 
38 https://mdi.missouristate.edu/assets/mdi/Human_Capital_Based_Strategy_for_Regional_Econ_Dev.pdf , page 
213-214. 
39 http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1247&context=up_bookchapters , page 120. 
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Imagine that a large sports and entertainment development chooses to locate in a particular area. 
The vision for the development is a large sports complex featuring dozens of sports fields, 
facilities, restaurants, shops, hotels, and entertainment. This development is designed to be a 
destination for travel sports. When tournaments are held at the development, teams will be able 
to eat, sleep, and play all in one location without having to leave the area. 
 
The property that the development has identified and chosen is owned by the local municipality. 
Instead of purchasing the land outright, the local authorities agree to lease the property to the 
development. Because this land is owned by the local government, it is not subject to property 
taxation. While this is appealing to the development company and serves as an effective incentive 
for moving to the area, it will still use the services and infrastructure provided by the government. 
In order to pay for these services, the local leaders offer the development a PILOT incentive.  
 
In this scenario, the payments to the local government would be directed specifically toward the 
local college and career academy that is operated by the county’s department of education. These 
funds would be used to create and administer programs that would assist the company with talent 
and workforce development. A sports and entertainment development would require management 
and employees with a very specific set of skills. For example, a sports management or sports 
marketing degree would be ideal for the administration of the recreation complex while hospitality 
and hotel management experience would be necessary for any of the restaurant and hotel 
establishments. The PILOT incentive structure would create a symbiotic relationship between the 
company, the local government, and the residents. The company benefits by operating in an 
environment where it has a talented workforce and desirable business climate, the government 
benefits from increased revenue, and residents benefit from career opportunities and 
entertainment. 
 
In this example, a sports and entertainment pathway would be developed at the local career 
academy so that the workforce for the company can be sustained for years to come. A talented 
pipeline of employees that have received education and training that applies directly to the sports 
and hospitality industries will ensure that the business operates efficiently and earns optimal 
profits. If the sports development is successful and operating at full capacity, the local government 
will also receive considerable benefits in the form of sales tax revenue and visibility from visitors 
to the area, potentially enticing them to return at a later date for more sporting events or other 
local attractions. 
 
The PILOT incentive that funds the development of a career pathway is an ideal economic 
development tool in this scenario. This structure can be used in any location where a specific 
skillset is needed for a new industry. It is best implemented in areas where the education system 
is currently lacking or has an insufficient amount of courses necessary to train potential employees. 
The PILOT model supports sustainability and lasting relationships between businesses, 
government administration, and local residents. 

 
IX. Conclusion 

 
It is no secret that economic development incentives drive decision-making in the site selection 
process for prospective business. In this working paper, we have highlighted some of the tradeoffs 
associated with targeted incentive packages. Although economic incentives are common 
throughout the United States, it is important for policymakers to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
program being considered to assess its true benefit. It is apparent that economic incentives are not 
always created or deployed with the best interest of the general, tax-paying public in mind. Instead, 
incentives are often offered by local and state leaders as an attempt to move a personal or political 
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agenda forward. Undoubtedly, the leadership of whichever city, or cities, is able to land HQ2 will 
take credit for billions in capital investment and thousands of jobs, all while placing an enormous 
financial strain on the local tax-paying citizens. It is our hope that this working paper and our 
suggestions provoke an alternative way of thinking for local government leaders and economic 
development professionals – a way of thinking that ultimately lessens economic inequality and 
promotes prosperity for all. 


